We present a method based on graph theory for evaluation of the inelastic propensity rules for molecules exhibiting complete destructive quantum interference in their elastic transmission. The method uses an extended adjacency matrix corresponding to the structural graph of the molecule for calculating the Green function between the sites with attached electrodes and consequently states the corresponding conditions the electron-vibration coupling matrix must meet for the observation of an inelastic signal between the terminals. The method can be fully automated and we provide a functional website running a code using Wolfram Mathematica, which returns a graphical depiction of destructive quantum interference configurations together with the associated inelastic propensity rules for a wide class of molecules.
I. INTRODUCTION
Transport through molecules exhibiting quantum interference features due to multiple electronic paths connecting the two leads has been in the past decade a subject of intensive research both theoretically [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] and experimentally. [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] From the very beginning this subject has been addressed not only by direct numerical approaches based on various levels of ab-initio calculations but also by model studies, whose primary task is to bring conceptual understanding of quantum interference effects. 10 The idea behind these attempts relies on the believed existence of a connection between basic structural information on a molecule and, at least qualitative, predictive power of some simple analytical procedure ("rule") indicating the (non)existence and potentially even magnitude of quantum interference effects for the given molecule in a given transport setup.
During the years there appeared a number of such rules formulated either in terms of molecular-orbitals 1, 3, 9, 11 or local tight-binding basis. 5, 6, 12, 22 The implicit requirement of robustness and simplicity of such rules basically forces them to rely on some very rudimentary properties of the molecular structure, which are often of topological nature and can be described and handled by graph theory. Indeed, such graph-theoretical methods do actually have strong tradition in chemistry in various contexts and flavors. [23] [24] [25] They have been eventually applied also to the problem of quantum interference in electronic transport through molecules. So far, however, their application has been limited to the elastic transmission issue.
In this work, we formulate a graph-theoretical approach to the propensity rules for inelastic electron tunneling spectroscopy (IETS) signals for molecules which exhibit the destructive quantum interference (DQI) in their elastic transmission, i.e., complete elastic current suppression. Interestingly, we find out that the problem can be formulated equivalently to the elastic case a) Electronic mail: tno@karlov.mff.cuni.cz with a modified molecular Hamiltonian that includes the electron-vibration coupling matrix. Therefore, all the previous knowledge concerning the elastic case can be straightforwardly transferred to the inelastic problem. Furthermore, to spare readers the necessity of error-prone implementation of elastic graphical rules we present a website which runs efficient and reliable Mathematica code evaluating both the elastic transmission and inelastic IETS propensity rules, using the Wolfram chemical database of molecules.
II. ELASTIC TRANSMISSION NODES FROM GRAPH THEORY
The simplest quantum interference feature studied are the nodes in the elastic transmission caused by the complete destructive quantum interference. In this case, one is only after qualitative information whether or not such a node will be present in the transmission function close to the Fermi energy and, thus, achievable by applying a moderate voltage bias. All the developed different approaches (graphical rules, 5 magic ratios, 12 or the curly arrow 22 ) rely on the very same underlying approximation of the molecular Hamiltonian by its Hückel form with one local orbital per atom and hopping connectivity determined by the structural graph of the molecule. They subsequently deal differently with this model Hamiltonian, however, they all use the molecular structural graph's adjacency matrix as the basic Hückel Hamiltonian. This is the core of the graph-theoretical approach that we also adopt here.
It should be mentioned that this starting point is not free of questions. In particular, it is obvious that the Hückel model is largely oversimplified and unrealistic and, therefore, one must ask to what extent can the conclusions drawn from it be taken seriously. A rather thorough comparison of graphical-rules predictions and corresponding DFT calculations for a number of nontrivial molecular structures in Ref. 5 showed quite surprising one-to-one correspondence between the two methods. The alleged breakdown of the graphical rules for azulene in Ref.
26 turned out to be caused by their incorrect application (and was directly contradicted by the experimental data within the same paper 26 ) and, despite its weaknesses discussed in the past year in the literature 27, 28 and also in our Appendix B, the graphical approach seems to provide predictions on the presence/absence of the transmission node with unrivaled accuracy.
Its stunning success can be partly understood by the molecular-orbital point of view 9,11 -under reasonable assumptions the existence of a transmission node within the HOMO-LUMO gap is determined exclusively by the signs of the HOMO and LUMO molecular-orbital wavefunctions at the sites connected to the leads. Such properties appear to be largely topological, i.e., independent of particular approximations and this explains the perfect agreement between ab-initio DFT approach and simplistic Hückel method. At the same time the exact energetic position of the transmission node (which is always at zero energy for the Hückel model) depends strongly on the used approximation, yet its existence within the HOMO-LUMO gap is a topological property independent of the used method. More elaborate many-body schemes such as GW may reorder the molecular orbitals with respect to DFT and then the predictions on the (non)existence of the transmission node within the HOMO-LUMO gap may differ.
11 Nevertheless, this situation is relevant mostly for molecules weakly coupled to the leads where correlation effects due to local Coulomb interaction on the nearly isolated molecule are significant, which is not the generically studied situation.
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The correct formulation of the graphical rules requires for larger molecules an elaborate enumeration and summation of graph diagrams 30 , which is prone to error as the case of azulene clearly demonstrated. 26 For this reason we adopted a safer computer-aided attitude to the problem and developed a Mathematica code interfaced on a webpage http://qi.karlov.mff.cuni.cz: 1345 which identifies the elastic DQI molecular configurations as well as calculates the corresponding inelastic propensity rules for them. A print-screen of the webpage is shown in Fig. 1 for the case of the benzene molecule. The user manual from the webpage (red HELP button on the left top) is for convenience of the reader reproduced in Appendix C while technical details about the service are given in Appendix D.
The code evaluates the elastic transmission using the well-known formula 31 (Ch. 8)
with
, which under the assumption of sufficiently slow energy dependence yields a constant differential conductance dI/dV = 2e 2 /h × T el (ε F ). Adopting the same approach as Markussen, Stadler, and Thygesen 5 (MST10), i.e. using the Hückel model with one p z orbital per atom and assuming that the leads couple to just single sites (atoms) denoted L/R (left/right) we have
which then implies
and search for the transmission nodes reduces to the evaluation of a specific element of the Green function at the Fermi energy which is set to zero in the Hückel model, i.e. ε F ≡ 0. As explained in Ref. 5 , if the molecular Hamiltonian H mol is regular, i.e. det(H mol ) = 0, the LR matrix element of the full Green function (with the leads included) is zero if and only if the corresponding element of the molecular resolvent G 0 LR ≡ L|(ε F − H mol ) −1 |R is also zero. Consequently, the existence or not of the DQI between given pairs of atoms is determined exclusively by the molecular structure itself and (within the employed approximations) does not depend on the leads.
After we send a query by means of entering a molecule name, the server responds with the molecule structural formula drawn on top of the page together with its editable graph representation below, see Fig. 1 . Now, user must define the subgraph corresponding to the conjugated backbone of the molecule (for details of this crucial operation consult the instructions in the User manual in Appendix C; sometimes the default processing of the molecule by the code without user's intervention might be sufficient) and then can ask for the calculation of the DQI pattern by pressing the Calculate QI pink button. The code takes the adjacency matrix of the selected subgraph, which (up to a nonzero multiplicative factor) corresponds to the Hückel model Hamiltonian and calculates its inverse (recall that ε F ≡ 0 in this model). Zero entries in this inverse, if they correspond to a pair of vertices (atoms) which can be in principle contacted by leads (typically atoms with hydrogens), are collected and depicted in the graph by orange dashed lines (Fig. 1) . These are the configurations which exhibit full DQI in the elastic regime, i.e. for sufficiently small applied voltage below the excitation threshold of molecular vibration modes. For these configurations the code also calculates the inelastic contributions to the conductance (i.e. inelastic propensity rules) as explained in Sec. III which are displayed at the bottom of the webpage under the text Vibration effects on paths with DQI:
There are molecules whose graph representations yield singular matrices, i.e. their determinant is zero and there exist one or more eigenstates exactly at zero energy. Examples of such a situation involve conjugated linear chains with odd number of atoms (propene, pentadiene, etc.) having a single zero mode and cyclobutadiene (corresponding to the square graph, see Appendix B for more details on this very interesting case) with two zero modes. In such cases the above construction equating the full Green function and the molecular resolvent does not hold and one has to use a more careful approach involving the pseudoinverse of the molecular Hamiltonian described in Appendix A. Using this method our code still does find the elastic DQI configurations, but it does not calculate the inelastic propensity rules since the extension of the inelastic theory to this case has not been done yet.
III. INELASTIC PROPENSITY RULES
A. Derivation Now, we extend the graph-theoretical method to the evaluation of inelastic signals. It was shown more than a decade ago [32] [33] [34] that for weak electron-vibration coupling assumed here the inelastic contribution of vibrational mode λ to the differential conductance takes on a generic form (Lowest Order Expansion, LOE -see Eqs. (5)- (7) of Ref.
32 ) with two (symmetric and asymmetric) universal functions of bias, mode frequency, and temperature multiplied by system-dependent coefficients
with the spectral function A ≡ i(G − G † ) and electronvibration coupling matrix M λ . All the Green functions are evaluated at the Fermi energy ε F = 0 which corresponds to the wide-band-limit (WBL) assumption of energy-independent Γs and G used in the derivation of the above formulas 32 . We will justify the validity of this assumption even in cases with DQI shortly, but first let us simplify the above formulas for our Hückel model with leads attached in a configuration exhibiting the elastic DQI, i.e. L|G(ε F )|R = 0. Using this property together with Eq. (2) in (4) 
where the second approximate equality holds in the lowest (second) order in M λ and we have introduced a modified Green function G M λ that is obtained by substituting the molecular Hamiltonian by its modification H mol → H mol + M λ . By this step we have reformulated the inelastic problem equivalently to the elastic problem, just with a modified molecular Hamiltonian, see Eqs. (3) and (1) above. The modification involves the electron-vibration coupling matrix M λ specific for a given vibrational mode λ. To keep the Hückel-model approach consistent, we only allow matrix elements of M λ to be nonzero on the structural graph of the molecule (more precisely, of the molecular conjugated backbone), i.e. just the diagonals and off-diagonals corresponding to the nearest neighbors connected by a chemical bond.
In principle, we can now adopt some form of the "graphical rules" for the evaluation of the elastic transmission mentioned in Sec. II to the calculation of the matrix element L|G M λ |R of the modified Green function. For this purpose, we use the very same Mathematicabased code which now returns the matrix elements of the modified Green function for all combinations of vertices exhibiting DQI in the elastic transmission. We collect just the linear combinations of the coupling matrix elements neglecting possible γ-dependent but Mindependent prefactor and display them in the MathML format at the bottom of the webpage, cf. Fig. 1 . According to Eq. (5) their absolute value squared is proportional to the intensity of the inelastic signal for the given vibronic mode, which reveals itself as a jump in the differential conductance at the vibrational excitation threshold eV th = ω λ . Consequently, they constitute inelastic propensity rules (in the spirit of Eq. (4) in Ref.
35 ) which can be used for assessing the effects of molecular symmetries (and/or other factors) for given vibrational modes. Contributions from different vibrational modes are within LOE additive.
B. Justification and range of validity
Now, let us discuss the applicability of Eqs. (4) to the case with DQI in elastic transmission. As already mentioned the microscopic derivation of these equations from the non-equilibrium Green functions theory in Refs.
32-34
uses the WBL assumption of energy-independent G(ε) in the range of order ω λ around the Fermi energy ε F . The validity of this assumption is certainly not obvious in the DQI case because the Green function G(ε) passes through zero at the energy of the antiresonance feature (in the Hückel model at the Fermi energy ε F = 0) and is finite around it. Thus it is certainly not constant in the relevant energy range. However, it turns out that the width of the elastic antiresonance is usually bigger than the typical vibronic energy and, consequently, G can be reasonably approximated by zero in the whole range.
We illustrate this concept in (gray dashed horizontal line in the bottom panel corresponding to about 1% of the maximal values of the Green function for not too large γs) we see that the "zero value" of the Green function spans the range of roughly ±300 meV which matches the highest vibrational frequencies of the conjugated backbone corresponding to stretching double and/or triple C-C bonds.
Thus, this rough estimate shows that the usage of Eqs. (4) is justified. Moreover, there exists an extension of Eqs. (4) relaxing the WBL assumption 36 -comparison of the two approaches by ab-initio treatment 37 of the meta-benzene and 3-methylene-1,4-pentadiyne molecules exhibiting DQI (considered in Refs.
38,39 ) yields nearly identical results which further justifies the usage of the WBL formula (4) .
Concerning the range of validity of our approach, reader must be aware of the basic fact that the methods works correctly for the Hückel model with equal hoppings between adjacent atoms (if connected by the conjugated backbone). In reality, this assumption may not be realistic and different values of hopping elements might be appropriate at certain links due to, e.g. non-planarity of the molecule (such as biphenyl in Sec. IV B) or Jahn-Teller distortion (as in cyclobutadiene studied in App. B). In such cases one must be careful and explicitly address the effects of such a modification of the molecular Hamiltonian on the DQI pattern. The results of our code then serve only as the zeroth iteration of a more elaborate study which may survive the refinement of the theory (as in the case of biphenyl where the DQI pattern does not depend on the value of the hopping element in the interlink between the benzene rings) or not (see the Fano resonance analysis in cyclobutadiene at the end of App. B). Unfortunately, there is no a priori general prescription how to decide whether our method is sufficient or not beyond its Hückel model paradigm and one has to assess this case-by-case.
Finally, as the Hückel model only deals with the π-system and neglects the σ-system, it is obvious that some of the vibrational modes (those coupled within the σ-system or coupling σ-system to the π-system) are invisible to our approach. This is a shortcoming of our approach and price to pay for the simplification of considering only the π-system. The results for modes coupling within the π-system should be, however, fully reliable and relevant. Thus, we may say that our theory gives results only for a (important) subset of vibrational modes, those coupled within the π-system, which includes various C-C stretching modes etc.
C. Physical interpretation
We demonstrate the physical content of our procedure on a simplest example of 3-methylene-1,4-pentadiyne molecule plotted in Fig. 3 . Unfortunately, this molecule is not known to the Wolfram chemical database and, thus, our current form of the code cannot directly process it. Nevertheless, we have used manual input into the Mathematica code running at the background of the QI-webpage to obtain the results. Moreover, as can be straightforwardly shown, here the results do not depend on the magnitude of the hopping element at the link 1 − 6. As shown in Fig. 3 the end-to-end conductance is suppressed due to DQI which is a consequence of a (broad) Fano resonance analogous to the situation studied in App. B, see Fig. 7 . The inelastic propensity rule for this DQI configuration reads m 6,6 , i.e. the IETS signal is nonzero if and only if the onsite electron-vibration matrix element on the apex atom 6 is non-zero. This can be easily understood in terms of the which-path interferometer. The 4 − 5 configuration DQI in the (elastic) transmission is caused by destructive interference of two paths -one is the direct one along the 4 − 2 − 1 − 3 − 5 line while the other one is the indirect path 4 − 2 − 1 − 6 − 1 − 3 − 5 digressing to the side branch. At zero energy these two paths have the same amplitudes and opposite phases and, therefore, cancel out exactly (full elastic DQI). Now, for sufficient applied voltage bias allowing excitation of a vibrational mode the two paths may become distinguishable, which results in lifting the DQI. This can happen if and only if a vibration is excited at the apex atom 6 -such a situation allows for an identification of the used (indirect) path and DQI is thus destroyed. On the other hand, vibrations with zero coupling element at the apex atom m 6,6 = 0 in principle cannot distinguish the two paths and, consequently, keep the DQI. Therefore, the inelastic propensity rule is proportional solely to the element m 6, 6 . We see that the physical principle behind the propensity rule in this case is the simple which-path detection. For molecules with cycles discussed in Sec. IV, the results for the inelastic propensity rules are considerably more complicated, yet, we do believe that the basic physical mechanism behind them is analogous to the present case. From the symmetry of the molecule, it is obvious that all vibrational modes λ a antisymmetric with respect to the 1 − 6 symmetry axis of the molecule will necessarily have m λ a 6,6 = 0. Therefore, the simple derived inelastic propensity rule reveals that only symmetric vibrational modes can contribute to the IETS signal of 3-methylene-1,4-pentadiyne.
IV. RESULTS FOR SELECTED MOLECULES
In this section we apply the above-developed formalism to three molecules, namely to benzene, biphenyl, and finally azulene. It should be stated that our choice was somewhat random, selecting from some simple "typical" molecules encountered previously in the literature. Our code can easily handle molecules of much higher complexity and we strongly encourage the readers to experiment with molecule of their choice. Despite the simplicity of our chosen molecules we still make interesting observations concerning their inelastic propensity rules.
A. Benzene
The case of benzene is shown in Fig. 1 in the form of the output on our QI webpage resulting from the "Benzene" query. We can see that the suppressed conductance configurations are just those of the meta position of the leads. This has been well known before. What is less obvious and known is the corresponding inelastic propensity rule which nontrivially combines the diagonal electron-vibration coupling elements on the adjacent sites to the leads. Closer inspection of the rule reveals that the vibronic modes antisymmetric with respect to the axis perpendicular to the connecting line of the leads (e.g., antisymmetric with respect to the 2 − 5 axis for the 1 − 4 lead configuration) will nullify the expression by the symmetry. Correspondingly, our theory predicts that only the symmetric modes may contribute to the IETS signal. A more detailed quantitative study of this issue will be presented elsewhere.
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B. Biphenyl
Results for the biphenyl molecule are shown in Fig. 4 , where it is obvious that DQI pattern is rather complex for this more complicated molecule (compared to the previous case of benzene). In particular, the symmetry of the molecule may by overlapping lines obscure which atoms are connected by the DQI lines and which are not. To this end, the possibility of moving the graph vertices on the QI webpage comes very handy and we show the resulting picture with the vertices 1 and 9 moved away from their "equilibrium" positions to reveal the full structure of the DQI network. On the IETS side summarized in Eq. (6), we get specific combinations of (only) diagonal elements of the electron-vibration coupling matrix. What we find interesting is the existence of two nonequivalent DQI configurations (7 − 8 and 7 − 10) for which there will be no inelastic signal for all vibronic modes.
{3,
C. Azulene
Study of an example of non-alternant hydrocarbon, azulene, was motivated by the controversial work 26 and the results are given in Fig. 5 and Eq. (7). We clearly see that the disputed configuration 3 − 4 correctly shows no DQI while the other considered configuration 8 − 9 does. We see interesting features in the IETS propensity rules (7) which, contrary to the two previous cases of alternant hydrocarbons, contain the off-diagonal elements of electron-vibration coupling matrix. We conjecture that this property is specific of non-alternant hydrocarbons, which might be worth further research efforts.
{3, 5} m1,1 + m1,2 − m1,5 − m2,1 − m2,2 + m2,6 + m3,1 − m3,7 − m4,2 + m4,7 − m7,7 + m8,5 − m8,8 − m8,10 − m9,6 − m9,9 + m9,10 {3, 6} m1,1 + m1,2 − m1,5 − m2,1 − m2,2 + m2,6 + m3,1 − m3,7 − m4,2 + m4,7 − m7,7 + m8,5 + m8,8 − m8,10 − m9,6 + m9,9 + m9,10 {3, 10} m1,1 + m1,2 − m1,5 − m2,1 − m2,2 + m2,6 + m3,1 − m3,7 − m4,2 + m4,7 − m7,7 + m8,5 + m8,8 − m8,10 − m9,6 − m9,9 + m9,10 {7, 8} m3,3 − m4,4 + m5,5 − m6,6 − m10,10 {8, 9} m3,3 + m4,4 + m5,5 + m6,6 − m10,10 (7)
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have studied the influence of destructive quantum interference effects in the elastic molecular transmission on the IETS signal via a graph-theoretical approach. We have reformulated the inelastic propensity rules in terms of the elastic problem with a modified molecular Hamiltonian, which allows the application of graph-theoretical methods developed for the elastic case also to the inelastic one. Moreover, we present a Mathematica-based code for the calculation of the destructive quantum interference configurations and inelastic propensity rules, which can be accessed at the webpage http://qi.karlov.mff. cuni.cz:1345. We have demonstrated our method on three simple example molecules of benzene, biphenyl, and azulene, finding a rather complex structure of DQI configurations and interesting features in the inelastic propensity rules.
Our method is designed for a wide community of researchers who are encouraged to play with the developed script and explore its results for new molecules. As an open issue we leave the question of the universality of graph-theoretical results for the inelastic quantities -in particular, whether its prediction are as robust as for the existence of the elastic transmission nodes. Preliminary ab-initio DFT results for the IETS in meta-benzene 37 confirm our prediction for the absence of the asymmetric vibrational modes stemming from the symmetry analysis of the propensity rule, but more checks are certainly needed to validate the method. Another interesting and relevant aspect of the inelastic problem lies in the question whether there is a simple method for assessing the electron-vibration coupling matrix elements not requiring ab-initio calculations as an input. It would be very helpful to have some version of "inelastic Hückel model" which would allow fully analytical study of the inelastic propensity rules. As of today, we are not aware of any such model for the coupling matrix and, in fact, even various ab-initio packages appear to give vastly different results, as we discuss in our upcoming work 37 . Thus this issue calls for attention of the IETS research community.
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Appendix A: Pseudoinverse
If we want to include molecules whose H mol has a zero determinant (i.e., H mol has a zero eigenvalue), we may proceed in several ways. As shown on the square graphs in Fig. 6 in App. B, one must be careful then. One could, for each leads configuration, add non-zero selfenergies (due to leads as well as infinitesimal iηs) at relevant places and then calculate the inverse-however, this would be computationally unnecessarily time-consuming. Below we present an alternative way, which is used in our code.
Let P be the projector on the null space of the isolatedmolecule Hamiltonian H mol , i.e., H mol P = P H mol = 0, and let Q = 1 − P . Then P Q = QP = 0. The Green function of an isolated molecule can then be rewritten as
valid whenever (ε − H mol ) −1 exists. One infers that in the interesting ε ≈ 0 region G 0 behaves as
where in the i-summation over eigenvectors of H mol we omit the terms corresponding to the zero eigenvalue, R denotes the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse, and A is ε-independent. Note that P and R are generally hermitian matrices. In our case they are even real symmetric, since here-considered H mol is real and symmetric; however, our formulae below do not rely on this special property. When leads are attached, the system's Green function is given by
Due to the assumed localization of Σ, the LL, LR, RL, RR elements of (retarded) G are simply related in a 2 × 2 formalism thus
(A3) To calculate conductance we need G LR , which can be expressed explicitly as
We see that G LR may stay finite around ε ≈ 0 only if P LR P RL − P LL P RR = 0. This is always so if H mol does not have a zero eigenvalue (P = 0), or even when such an eigenvalue exists but is nondegenerate (labelling the corresponding normalized vector |0 gives P = |0 0|, from which the result immediately follows). For a degenerate zero eigenvalue the combination may or may not be zero. Nonetheless, from the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality | R|P |L | 2 = | R|P P |L | 2 ≤ L|P |L R|P |R it follows that whenever P LL or P RR is zero, so is P LR (and P RL ).
If H mol does not have a zero eigenvalue (P = 0), the formula (A4) in the ε → 0 limit simplifies to
.
(A5) We could remove Os since the retained denominator cannot become zero: both R LL and R RR would have to be zero to nullify the imaginary part, but then we would be left with 4 + γ 2 |R LR | 2 > 0. Hence G LR = 0 just when R LR = 0, as expected.
If a non-degenerate zero eigenvalue exists, then either (i) both P LL and P RR are zero, then P LR = P RL = 0, and we once again arrive at Eq. (A5), or (ii) at least one of P LL , P RR is nonzero (thus positive), the ε-term in the denominator of (A4) is necessarily nonzero due to the (single) purely imaginary contribution, and we may disregard the higher-order terms to obtain in the ε → 0 limit
Finally, if H mol has a degenerate zero eigenvalue, either |P LR | 2 − P LL P RR = 0, in which case G LR = 0, or else the situation is identical to the previous case of nondegenerate zero, Eq. (A6).
In any case, we see that from (A4) we may-with no assumptions-always remove the O(ε 2 ) term from the numerator, the O(ε 3 ) term from the denominator, as well as all the terms containing A. In the ε → 0 limit we may therefore simplify (A4) to
This is the formula used in our program to calculate G LR . We stress once more that P and R are characteristics of the isolated molecule (H mol ) and do not depend on leads positions. Although we calculate them only once, equation (A7) provides G LR for any leads attachment.
Appendix B: Comments on MST10 rules
We have three points to make about the rules proposed in Ref.
5 , henceforth called the MST10 rules. We only discuss the underlying graph theory and leave aside any practical (im)possibility to chemically realize our graphs. MST10 derive transmission through a molecule from their Eq. (2), T (ε) = γ 2 |G LR (ε)| 2 (the same γ is used for both leads). Although not stated there, G LR to be considered is either the retarded or the advanced limit (whichever) of the Green function. Hence, if we opt for the latter, MST10's Eq. (3) should read (for ε = 0) in detail
where Σ L and Σ R are finite advanced self-energies on sites L and R, respectively, due to the attached leads; det LR (A) is the determinant of A from which the L st row and R th column were removed. During the η-limiting process both the numerator and the denominator may approach zero, yet their ratio can stay finite. (we set our energy unit accordingly). For simplicity we take both nonzero elements of Σ L and Σ R equal to σ. In the case of graph A then
and stays finite. Especially, if we set σ = iγ/2, γ ∈ R, then G A 13 = i/γ and we arrive at a unit transmission, T = 1. We conclude that no destructive interference appears, contrary to the MST10 prediction. Moreover, the result sounds natural, as we have two exactly equivalent paths through the molecule and thus no reason for any destructive interference.
The MST10 rule is correct in specifying when det LR (H mol ) is zero; even in the case above. However, such a zero is not always sufficient to imply zero conductance. Interestingly, the possibility of having det(H mol ) zero is mentioned in Ref. 41 (after their Eq. (4)), but it was not elaborated on in any way there. Also, Ref.
13
touches the point in its supplement after their Eq. (3), but only vaguely, and referring to the strength of coupling to the leads, which actually does not play any role in our given example, since it cancels out in the resulting transmission.
Implication vs. equivalence in the MST10 rules
Although the impossibility to draw lines according to the MST10 rules implies that det LR (H mol ) is zero (simply because this impossibility means that all the terms in the determinant expansion are zero), one should not-contrary to what the other MST10 rule says-expect that a possibility to draw one MST10-rulescomplying diagram automatically leads to a nonzero det LR (H mol ). This is exemplified by graph B in Fig. 6 . Here
the denominator does not vanish and only the numerator, i.e., det LR (H mol ) plays a significant role. Thus we could actually avoid the use of η, just as the original MST10 procedure would do. Anyway, we obtain zero, while the MST10 rules predict it nonzero.
The problem is that the ability to draw a graph complying to the MST10 rules only means that there is a corresponding nonzero term in the det LR (H mol ) expansion, not that the sum of all such terms with possibly varying signs is nonzero. Drawing a conclusion from just one graph like B in Fig. 6 is erroneous, all contributing graphs must be taken into account.
In this respect, it should be clearly stated that the relevant MST10 rule reading "If such a continuous path can be drawn, then the condition (4) is not fulfilled and a transmission antiresonance does not occur at the Fermi energy." is incorrect. By omitting this fact, the comment 27 on the rules'-breakdown article 26 only prolonged the misunderstanding of some, which shows itself in the reaction to the comment, 28 stumbling on this very point. Hopefully though, the necessity to consider all the graphs seems now to have been (re-)established 6,13 ; we note that the old paper 41 actually did use the summation.
Fano resonance in the square
Above in this appendix we discussed conductance of a square with leads attached to the opposite corners, Fig . 6A , and we saw the conductance (at zero energy and for a symmetric leads attachment) is equal to unity (see below Eq. (B2)). While this is true, there is an interesting extra point worth mentioning: if one tries and calculates conductance of a distorted square in which not all the hopping elements are the same, one finds that even an infinitesimal distortion leads to an abrupt decrease of the conductance from one to zero, a fact that perhaps deserves a comment. First, the fact that we need iη (and not just a finite iγ) to ascertain that the inverse of H mol exists suggests that there is a completely decoupled, i.e., for transport irrelevant, molecular eigenstate at zero energy. This is confirmed explicitly after changing the basis from states {|1 , |2 , |3 , |4 } (localized at the individual sites) to {|1 , |+ , |3 , |− } with |+ ≡ 1/ √ 2 |2 + |4 and |− ≡ . We see that the system is actually equivalent to a 3-site linear chain with all the hoppings equal to √ 2 and zero on-site energies plus a completely isolated state. The chain (as any similar chain with odd number of sites) has unity transmission (at zero energy) when connected to leads at its ends, here sites 1 and 3. This is the result we expect.
Second, if we disturb one hopping from 1 to a, say, between sites 1 and 2-we call the disturbance a111-, and again do the transformation, see Fig. 7 , we obtain
, where
This means that what before was an isolated state now weakly couples to the chain. And this is the archetypal characteristics of systems displaying the Fano resonance, see 31 (Sec. 13.6). The formula (13.17) of the reference describes transport through a single site (i.e., a 1-site chain) coupled to leads as well as to a single other site with potentially different on-site energy. Our current case is similar, though on-site energies are all zero and we have a 3-site chain. Explicit calculation gives in the small-ε limit and for ξ/γ ≪ 1 transmission which is essentially the reference's equation (with ǫ = ǫ 0 = 0, t = √ 2ξ). We see our system displays a coexistence of two processes: (i) in energy smoothly behaving transport along the chain and (ii) a sharp (if a is close to one) Fano resonance positioned at ε = 0, i.e., at the very place where the former smooth part would otherwise have a maximum. Fig. 8 depicts this situation.
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If both the 1-2 and 3-4 hoppings were changed to a (disturbance a1a1), the state |− would (after the transformation) connect equally well to the |1 and |3 states, with the strength of √ 2ξ, and the transmission would again include the Fano resonance (the denominator in Eq. (B3) would be 1 + (
2 ).
In contrast, changing hoppings 1-2 and 4-1 to a (i.e., in a 'symmetric' way; disturbance a11a) keeps the |− state perfectly decoupled, irrespective of a, and the transmission remains unity with no Fano feature present-as if the square were perfect. 
Molecule entry
Enter the molecule name and press Enter to fetch the molecular data. Molecules that are 'autocompleted' are arenes known to Wolfram Alpha (as of 7/2016); however, any molecule known to Wolfram Alpha can actually be entered. You can also use molecule's CAS, CID, and perhaps also other shown numbers. (E.g., entering Azulene, CID9231, and CAS275-51-4 yields the same.) The request can take some time, usually about 15 seconds.
Preparation for conductance calculation
Before calculating conductance it is the user's responsibility to prepare the relevant graph skeleton that should be composed only of the molecule's conjugated (π-bonded) subsystem(s). (Hence, one generally removes at least the hydrogen atoms.)
Atoms listed in the 'remove (or possibly put back):' entry are (if existent) removed or reclaimed upon pressing Enter. Operations are carried out in the written order, a leading '+' indicates reclamation, otherwise removal takes place. Atoms are removed together with all attached edges. Atoms can be designated by their label ('5'), by their type ('H'), or by their type augmented by the number of attached edges ('C:4'). After fetching molecular data, we by default remove H and C:4 from the graph, since this is what one naturally almost always wants. However, one can explicitly bring the atoms and related edges back, using the provided tools, or more straightforwardly by pressing the 'Reset Graph' button. Both atoms and edges can be removed and/or reclaimed by right-clicking them. Removal of an atom removes also the attached edges, removal of an edge removes only the edge. Reclamation of an atom reclaims only the atom, reclamation of an edge brings back its end atoms as well. Atoms and edges removed from the molecular graph are shown in light blue. Only objects in black enter conductance calculation. The 'remove (or possibly put back):' entry field does not try to reflect all the changes made to the graph (e.g. with mouse clicks). It only serves as a means of input for a single-shot operation.
Conductance and vibration effects calculation
Calculation of conductance is started by clicking the 'Calculate QI' button. Dashed orange lines connect sites between which (total) destructive quantum interference (DQI) takes place, effectively zeroing elastic transmission. Note that such lines do not connect atoms not belonging to the same conjugated part of the molecule (then, although we have zero conductance, it is not due to interference, but due to effective electrical isolation). The DQI (i.e., dashed orange) lines are only shown between (i) atoms to which a hydrogen atom is attached in the molecule, if the 'H-sites' checkbox is checked, and/or (ii) any atoms whose labels (numbers) have been inputted in the for-this-purpose reserved field. If the consideredgraph adjacency matrix has no inverse, the user obtains a warning about zero-energy-mode(s) existence, along with the zero-energy-eigenvalue degeneracy. For this case we still provide the elastic conductance output, however, not the effect of vibrations (the topic has not been fully investigated by us yet). One should also be careful with the interpretation of the results then, especially if several zeroenergy modes exist, since molecules in such cases rather undergo distortions (not accounted for here), rendering provided predictions suspect at least. More studies in this direction are needed. The 'Vibration Effects' table shows combinations of electron-vibration-interaction (EVI) matrix elements, one for each currently displayed path featuring DQI. An absolute-square of each such combination is the functional dependence of the lowestorder change of the originally zero (due to DQI) conductance on the EVI matrix elements. The 'Vibration Effects' table is in the MathML format, allowing reuse. [A right-click on the table offers 'Show Math As', 'MathML Code'; this can be copied to the clipboard (often ctrl-a ctrl-c) and inserted to a MathML-aware application (such as LibreOffice: Insert -Object -Formula, Tools -Import MathML from Clipboard). MathML can also be saved to a file and/or converted to TeX, e.g. by an online tool here.]
Additional information
Graph nodes can be moved with the mouse. The graph can be moved as a whole by dragging and can be resized with the mouse wheel. The graph can be, in its current state, saved by pressing the 'Save image' button. Pressing the 'Reset Graph' button resets the controls and the graph to the initial state, even before the default removal of H and C:4. The checkboxes 'molecular structure' and 'molecular conductance' toggle the visibility of molecular-structure and molecular-conductance edges, respectively. The latter case is only applicable after conductance has been calculated. The 'show node numbers:' menu controls the visibility of node labels (the numbers next to nodes).
Appendix D: Code details Service overview
Our program is accessible as a web service at http:// qi.karlov.mff.cuni.cz:1345. Fig. 1 depicts a screenshot of the web page with calculated conductance for benzene. To use the service, a web browser with enabled javascript is necessary. The details about service usage are provided under the Help button of the page. Fig. 9 shows the service building blocks together with their relations. In order to provide a lucid representation of results, we use an interactive graph-drawing (javascript) library sigma.js 43 . Its built-in interactivity allows easy rearrangement of graph layouts, which alleviates the frequent problem of line overlaps. Sigma.js library gets downloaded to the client's browser from our server upon directing the browser to our service. The server runs the node.js framework 44 . Input parameters for a calculation are taken from the web page and sent via the server as parameters to Mathematica 45 scripts that do the calculation. The results are, via standard output and error streams, returned to the server, which relays them to the client's node.js server client's web browser Mathematica sigma.js drawing library Figure 9 . Program building blocks.
browser for display.
The Mathematica component provides, besides the fairly simple computational part described below, access to the Wolfram Research chemical database, from which chemical structures of molecules are retrieved as graphs. While this may limit the number of available molecules, this information source relieves the burden of data entry.
Mathematica scripts
In the following, numbers enclosed in angle brackets denote lines of the commented code.
The first Mathematica script is used to retrieve structural information about the molecule entered on the web page. It reads an argument from the command line to see what molecule is to be processed 1 , tries to fetch a graph of the molecule structure from the ChemicalData database 9 , and saves it to the variable g. A picture of the graph in the Portable Network Graphics (PNG) format is sent Base64-encoded (since we use text streams) to the output 19 . This is the picture one sees on the web page. Note that in the output stream we delimit individual information pieces with tags, such as M-PNG-Base64 18, 20 , used on the client's side to distinguish the information. The rest of the script builds a JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) object populated with all needed information about the molecule 22-34 , and outputs it 36-44 . JSON objects are easily handled by the sigma.js library, which draws the interactive graph in the client's browser. After we determine, by removing vertices and/or edges from the original graph, what the conjugated part of the molecule really is, we send the modified graph to a second Mathematica script, which does the calculation proper. Again, the graph is passed on the command line (as a string) 47 . For the graph we determine the adjacency matrix gAM 56 , and proceed along the lines of Appendix A, i.e., by calculating the pseudoinverse R 47 , projector P 72-3 , and G LR in the ε → 0 limit, in the code denoted by GijLim 75-83 , c.f. Eq. (A7). Zero G LR , if the sites L and R are connected in the considered graph, means there is a total destructive quantum interference (DQI) present, the fact which we note down to QI 85-94 and output as a list of edges where DQI occurs 100-2 .
Finally, we calculate the effect of vibration modes on the conductance of paths that without vibrations feature complete destructive interference. It is (for the present) only calculated for the case when H mol has no zero eigenvalue 106 . As we discuss in the main text, we introduce an electron-vibration coupling matrix M having nonzero elements on its diagonal and between sites that are directly connected in the graph 108-9 , and evaluate G 0 M G 0 110 (if H mol has no zero eigenvalue, G 0 = −R), absolute-square of which is proportional to the lowestorder vibration-induced change in the conductance. For each originally zero-conductance path we output the related combination of matrix-M elements (to be absolutesquared). We send such a table in the MathML format to the client 134-6 . 
